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• Google states that over 93% of its webpages are using HTTPS. Due to this vast amount of usage, 
it could be a disaster if attackers find ways to intercept the client-server connections in HTTPS.

• Attackers have nowadays have turned their goal to smash the end-to-end protection of the HTTP 
protocol using man-in-the-middle attacks.

• Common MITM attacks include, SSL sniffing, SSL/TLS stripping, etc.

• Today’s topic: SCC attack(HTTPS Context Confusion attack). 



Sniffing attack

• Attacker creates SSL connection with both the client side and server side

• Pretend to be the client at server side.

• Pretend to be the server at client side.

• Therefore the attacker can “sniff” the data that is transmitted from both sides.



Stripping attack

• Attacker incercepts the initial HTTP connection
• Replace the secure links(e.g from HTTPS to HTTP) returned by the server 

with plaintext ones
• Downgrade the SSL channel
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Difficulties of these attacks

Sniffing based attacks requires the adversary to install the root certificate at client side 
while stripping-based attacks requires interception of initial HTTPs connection and 
communicate with client-side in plaintext. In fact during the overall course of the attack 
the client is not protected by any legal and active certificate. 
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But are we really secure enough with these HTTPS-protected websites?





HTTPS Context Confusion Attack 
(SCC Attack)



1. A victim who tries to get access or surf on a webpage

2. A MITM adversary who is able to intercept the network traffic between user 
and the server

3. A server A with strict security policies

4. A server B with flawed security policies

5. A and B share the same SSL/TLS certificate
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What SCC attack achives
Unnoticeable by users and also

Undetectable by browers
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What is SCC attack based on?

• Multiple domains can share certificates.

• These domains that share certificates might have different security 
policies.

• However the browser only uses the certificate to authenticate the 
server’s identity.

• The attacker can distribute these weak policies to the secure servers 
and therefore can fool with the security policies of these strong 
servers.



What harm SCC attacks can cause?

• Internet phishing

• Payment hijacking

• Privacy leakage

• and more!
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Reroute the network traffic to a server with flawed policies which shares the same 
certificate, if the flawed server returns a 3xx redirect to some HTTP url, the attack is done.

In cases where no server sharing the same certificate returns insecure 3xx redirects, the 
attacker can perform a range of reroutes the server that returns insecure redirects.



1.  set HSTS <max-age = 0>
• If the max-age setting is 0 then the server will clear all HSTS policies for serverA

2.  set HSTS <no includeSubdomain>
• If the setting is <no includeSubdomain> then the server will not apply the same HSTS 

policies in its subdomains therefore the protection of the subdomains will be 
cancelled.

3.  Max-age= <smaller-than-Server A>
• If the max-age of server B is set smaller than A then the validity 

period of A will likewise be decreased.



• Certifcate sharing
• Levels of security of certificate sharing servers are 

decided by the most flawed server, the so called “bucket 
effects”.
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Certificate sharing is a very mature technology and is now used for 
almosts all websites. Due to considerations from various aspects, 
it is unlikely that we can cease the use of certificate sharing. 

Server-side
• Enhance the security policies of flawed servers
• Unitize the security strategies for websites that share certificates

Browser-side
• Notify the user when any insecure context change happens at browser-side
• Block all HTTP requests sent from HTTPs websites



• The articled analyzed what could have been done at browser-side and 
server-side for mitigation.

• However, the authors of the article did not carefully consider what 
preventions could have been done at client-side.

• In fact, internet browsers such as Google Chrome and Firefox are not the 
only tools users can rely on.



• Users can use end-to-end encryptions to prevent their plaintext input from being 
“sniffed”

• Such as using Diffie-Hellman key exchange, RSA, AES, etc.

• Thus, the data will be encrypted before transmission.

• What the attacker can “sniff” are now ciphertexts instead of plaintext.



Initial connection problem:
The browser must establish an HTTPS connection with the server at least once to enable HSTS, If the 
middleman keeps preventing the browser from establishing the initial HTTPS connection with the 
server, HSTS will not be able to function.

Solution:
Embed the HSTS site list into the browser.

Solves the initial connection problem:
As long as the browser determines that HSTS is enabled on the site, it will skip the original HTTP 
redirection and directly initiate an HTTPS request.

Mitigates the insecure redirection problem:
This way,  the browser will automatically activates HSTS protection and all HTTP redirects and 
requests will be blocked.
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Thank you!


